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During my childhood, most part of my spare time was spent drawing planes, helicopters, 
spacecrafts, and endlessly building new versions of these vehicles with plastic blocks. This 
passion for aerospace grew with time, and I decided to study engineering in order to become 
an aerospace engineer.

My motivations evolved during the first years of my studies: I was still interested in aerospace 
and mechanical design, but I felt that I needed a stronger creative dimension in what I was 
doing. I chose to integrate the Ergonomics, Industrial Design and Mechanical Engineering 
(EDIM) course at University of Technology of Belfort-Montbéliard (UTBM), an engineering 
school located in the East of France. This training gave me the opportunity to do two 6-month 
internships: the first one as research assistant in New Zealand, and the second one as junior 
innovation engineer at Airbus Helicopters in Marignane, France. During the last semester of 
the engineering course, I also took the chance to lead a 5-student team during the design of 
a concept light plane, the Mosquito 200.

I am currently seeking for a job as junior mechanical design engineer. I want to take part in 
innovative projects in which I will be able to apply and improve my mechanical design and 
industrial design skills. I am passionate about aerospace and aviation, industrial design and 
music. I am always interested in learning something new, and I like travelling and discovering 
new cultures.

This portfolio presents some of the projects I was fortunate to take part during my engineering 
studies at UTBM. They cover a wide range of design-related disciplines such as sketching, 
3D modeling and rendering. They constituted the ideal application of a more theoretical 
knowledge learned during the 3-year course. I hope that this portfolio will give you a clearer 
insight into what I worked on during my studies, and that you will have as much fun reading 
it as I did creating it.

Maxime Dreno

INTRODUCTION
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TOREE : THE COAT RACK BY KENZO

 

The aim of this project was to design an innovative 
product, here a coat rack,  in accordance with the 
visual and formal codes of a given brand, chosen 
amongst several ones. This was my first industrial 
design project. I chose Kenzo for its philosophy 
and multicultural identity. After a creative research 
phase involving the study of Kenzo’s identity and 
sketching, the final concept was modeled and 
rendered using Catia V5. It features an additional 
retractable branch increasing its capacity and 
evoking tree growth.

Individual project

Product designer

Sketching
3D modeling/rendering

Photorealistic renderings

• Discover and synthetize Kenzo’s 
identity and codes

• Realize a benchmark 

• Scenarize the use of the product 

• Create an innovative coat rack 
integrating Kenzo’s codes 

• Synthesis report on Kenzo’s identity 

• Mood boards, scenario of use

• Coat rack concept inspired by 
«Flower» perfume bottles  and 
Japanese toriis

• 3D model, photorealistic renderings

OBJECTIVES RESULTS 

https://www.behance.net/gallery/19813973/Toree-the-coat-rack-by-Kenzo
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3D MODELING OF THE SUKHOI SU-2 FLANKER

 

When it comes to model complex 3D shapes, 
surface modeling is often preferred over volume 
modeling. This project was an introduction and  
training to the surface modeling modules available 
on Catia V5. I chose to model a Russian fighter jet, 
the Sukhoï Su-27 «Flanker», because its complex 
architecture and aerodynamic surfaces were quite 
challenging to realize. A particular attention was 
paid to the curvature continuity of the surfaces. 
The model was then rendered using Autodesk 
Showcase. 

Individual project

3D modeler

A-class surfaces 
modeling/rendering

Digital model

• Discover and master Catia V5’s 
A-class surface modeling tools

• Model the Su-27 using blueprints

• Check for curvature continuity

• Discover Autodesk Showcase and 
create renderings

• Accurate actual size digital model

• Photorealistic renderings inspired by 
Su-30MKM color scheme

• More than 700 downloads on   
grabcad.com (september 2014)

OBJECTIVES RESULTS 

Photorealistic renderings

https://grabcad.com/library/sukhoi-su-27b-flanker-1
https://www.behance.net/gallery/19865171/Modeling-of-the-Sukhoi-Su-27-Flanker
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Thermoforming plastic parts is quite common 
amongst scale modelers. However, the machines 
they use are often made from scratch, there is 
almost no such thermoforming machines dedicated 
to this activity available on the market. Our team 
of 5 students proposed an innovative concept with 
Thermoformodeliste, a light, affordable, efficient  
and transportable thermoforming machine, 
designed specifically for scale modelers. Our 
concept was modeled using Catia V5 and rendered 
using Autodesk Showcase.

5-student team

Product designer 
3D modeler

3D modeling/rendering
Mechanical design

Photorealistic renderings

• Synthetize the «universe» of scale 
modelers, identify their needs, realize 
a benchmark

• Propose an innovative architecture

• Develop a thermoforming machine 
concept integrating the needs and 
preferences of scale modelers

• Transportable thermoforming machine

• Built-in heating system

• Simple assembly, functionning and use

• Strong visual identity inspired by 
flightcases

OBJECTIVES RESULTS 

THERMOFORMODELISTE : THE THERMOFORMING MACHINE FOR SCALE MODELERS

Shape your ideas.

https://www.behance.net/gallery/19815469/Thermoforming-machine-for-scale-modelers
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HUMAN-POWERED AIRSHIP CONCEPT

12 13

The  goal here was  to apply the theoretical 
knowledge acquired in mechanical engineering. 
Our team of 3 students decided to design 
and develop an innovative human-powered 
flying machine. After a few weeks we chose to 
continue  the project by developing an airship 
with two propulsion modes, «rowing machine» 
and «crankset», according to the flight phase. A 
detailed digital model was made and simulations 
were performed in order to optimize the main 
structure part of the cockpit.

3-student team

Designer 
3D modeler 

Mechanical design
Digital simulation

Photorealistic renderings
Kinematics video

• Design and develop a human-powered 
airship

• Propose an innovative propulsion 
system 

• Create a detailed digital model

• Optimize the structure

• Complete human-powered airship 

• Innovative 2-mode propulsion system 
(rowing machine  or crankset) running 
a 2-blade propeller

• Functionnal rudder and stabilizer 

• Digitally optimized main structure

OBJECTIVES RESULTS 

https://www.behance.net/gallery/19816229/Human-powered-airship
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DKB : THE DIY PUSH BIKE

14 1

This third industrial design project was an 
opportunity to explore additional ways to design 
products, like ecodesign. Our team of 3 students 
chose a subject combining recycled and/or waste 
materials, and means of transportation. The goal  
was to find a way to make a push bike for children 
from accessible materials like cardboard. We 
ended up with a resistant and functional prototype, 
and an innovative software concept, allowing the 
user to easily obtain custom blueprints according  
to the child and the available materials.

3-student team

Product designer

Ecodesign
Prototyping

Photorealistic renderings
Prototype video/pictures

• Allow a kid to easily build her/his push 
bike from scratch with the help of an 
adult 

• Use waste/recycled materials 

• Build and test a prototype

• Maximize the attractivity of the product

• Cheap/simple push bike concept  

• Functionnal prototype made of 
cardboard and PVC cylinders 

• Validation during tests

• Innovative software concept for 
creation of custom blueprints

OBJECTIVES RESULTS 

https://www.behance.net/gallery/19816607/DKB-the-DIY-push-bike-for-children
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MOSQUITO 200 : A LIGHT PLANE CONCEPT

1 1

Starting form a blank sheet, the Mosquito 200 was 
developed as a single-engine tandem light plane 
concept, designed for «corporate taxi» missions. 
In the relatively short duration of the project, our 
team of five students passionate by aviation and 
aerospace tried to push as far as possible the 
technical development, the exterior design, the 
interior confort and style of the aircraft concept. 
An effort  was made to communicate on the 
project with a presentation video, photorealistic 
renderings, interviews and a scale model. 

5-student team

Project manager
Designer

Aircraft design
3D modeling/rendering

Photorealistic renderings
Presentation video

• Define the market associated with the 
«corporate taxi» mission

• Create a twin-seater, single-engine, 
fast light plane concept

• Maximize the passenger’s comfort

• Integrate design and ergonomics 

• Comparative cost/travel time study of 
usual transportation vehicles

• Performance-oriented final concept 

• Validation of the cabin in a virtual 
reality simulator

• SLS scale model, presentation video

OBJECTIVES RESULTS 

https://www.behance.net/gallery/19840019/Mosquito-200-a-light-concept-plane
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MOSQUITO 200 : A LIGHT PLANE CONCEPT
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Please feel free to contact me :

maxime.dreno56@gmail.com

+33 6 99 24 95 04 

Thank you for your time in reading my portfolio!

mailto:maxime.dreno56%40gmail.com?subject=


FOLLOW ME ON 
  

https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=293468141&authType=NAME_SEARCH&authToken=yaR_&locale=en_US&srchid=2934681411411401328850&srchindex=1&srchtotal=1&trk=vsrp_people_res_name&trkInfo=VSRPsearchId%3A2934681411411401328850%2CVSRPtargetId%3A293468141%2CVSRPcmpt%3Aprimary
http://fr.pinterest.com/maximedreno/
https://www.behance.net/mdreno

